Venezia Touch Cleaning Manual
It is recommended that the brewer and milk systems are cleaned daily
to obtain high quality and healthy drinks.

Daily clean of the brewer and mixer system

·

1

You need for this cleaning :
· Small brush and brush set
· Jugs that can withstand hot water
Cleaning tablets (Yellow and Red/White tabs)
· Cleaning cloth

Open the door, empty the dreg bin and put it back.
Turn off the machine and remove the top cover for
better access.

Pull the coffee scraper arm aside. Clean the area
with the brush, wipe off the underside of the stamp
with a dry cloth. Clean the outside of the machine,
dip tray and the bean hopper for coffee oils with a
damp cloth.
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Remove the two lids on the mixer houses, disassemble the houses by turning slight clockwise while
pushing in. Clean the houses, lids and outlet nozzles
(use small brush set) with warm soap water and dry.
Assemble the clean mixer houses, lids and nozzles
to the outlet again.

Close the door, turn the machine back on. Place an
empty jug under the outlet. Open the door again
and place a cleaning tablet (Yellow) inside the
scraper arm. Close the door.
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Start the automatic cleaning from the menu on the
screen. Brew a coffee drink to test the machine and
throw it away.
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Venezia Touch Cleaning Manual
It is recommended that the brewer and milk systems are cleaned daily
to obtain high quality and healthy drinks.

Daily clean of fresh milk system
·

1

You need for this cleaning :
2-3 jugs that can withstand hot water
· Cleaning tablets (Red/White Tabs)
· Cleaning cloth

Fill a jug with cold water and one with 600 ml warm
water (from the machine). Dissolve a milk cleaning
tablet (swich between red/white daily) in the warm
water. Place an empty jug under the outlet on the
machine.

Wipe of and place the milk hose/spear from the
fridge in the cold water. Choose the milk drink from
the menu to rinse the milk hose until clear water
comes out.
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Switch the hose/spear to the warm water with the
dissolved cleaning tab. Run all the cleaning liquid
through the system. Change back to the jug with
cold water and run a few drinks with clean water
through the system.

Put back the milk with hose/spear in the fridge, run a
milk drink to test and throw away.
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